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Pinterest and 
Profitability
Getting Control of the Cake Ordering 
Process

Beth Fahey



What do we love about Pinterest?

✤ Great idea generator

✤ Tutorials often linked to photos

✤ Foretells cake trends

✤ Spy on the competition

✤ Way to up-sell cakes



What don’t we love about Pinterest?

✤ Difficult to price

✤ Often a DIY project

✤ The unknown: first-time order 

✤ Production log jam

✤ Unrealistic time-frame

✤ Unrealistic budget



You are in control

✤ Identify time wasters in your bakery

✤ Establish what you are willing to do - and what you are 
NOT willing to do

✤ Funnel at the inquiry stage

✤ Have the right tools for pricing

✤ Tips on using processes and technology to your 
advantage



Time is Money



Identify time-wasters

✤ Observe your staff (or yourself) with a time study

✤ Get an idea of how long it takes to respond to emails

✤ Designate a specific amount of time for consultations

✤ Observe how long it takes to put in an order

✤ Time different staff members

✤ What happens after the customer leaves?



“Jamie” “Something Blue” “Danielle”
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The Sales Funnel
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The Showroom

✤ Set specific duration times for 
wedding, shaped, and standard cake 
consultations

✤ Have a script for consultants to follow

✤ Provide visual guides for customers

✤ Make pricing info easy to understand 
and accessible

✤ Make appointments whenever 
possible

✤ Should you charge for consultations?
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Order Guides

✤ Sales Process

✤ Cake Structures

✤ Flavors and fillings

✤ Cupcake towers

✤ Dessert Bars
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Your Digital 
Storefronts

✤ Pinterest, Flickr

✤ Wedding Wire, The Knot

✤ Facebook, Twitter, Instagram

✤ Yelp!, TripAdvisor



Creative Cakes’ Flickr Page
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The World

✤ Top customer search tools: 
Google and Pinterest, NOT 
your website 

✤ The customer’s phone



An Avid Pinterest User
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Phone inquiries

✤ Have pricing info next to every 
phone

✤ Set parameters for duration of 
calls: redirect whenever 
possible 

✤ Code your photos

✤ Computers near phones

✤ Ask them to come in - if they 
are willing
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Email Inquiry

✤ Price quotes through email 

✤ One “voice” - have staff 
members sign emails

✤ “Request a Quote”: use a form 
to qualify quotes

✤ Auto-responders

✤ Form letters 

✤ Redirection: appointment, 
quote, or sale



Tool Box

✤ Website: Request a Quote 
form

✤ Custom Cake Quote Form 

✤ Order Guides 

✤ Appointment Book

✤ Pricing Binder

✤ Existing Quotes Binder

✤ Flickr

✤ iPads

✤ Pinterest/Flickr on iPads

✤ ZipWhip Texting

✤ Adobe Acrobat or DocuSign

✤ Bakesmart POS
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Custom Cake 
Quote
✤ Customer fills out on their own 

while waiting

✤ Captures all customer contact 
info

✤ Asks about budget

✤ Encourages decisions about 
cake size, flavors and fillings

✤ May remain as a quote, or get 
attached to an order
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Custom Cake 
Quote - in person

✤ Detailed quote with itemized 
pricing

✤ Sketched design

✤ As much detail as an order

✤ Concrete order by date

✤ Salesperson’s initials
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Custom Cake 
Quote - digital

✤ Same quote form; PDF with fields

✤ Faster to type

✤ Saved as PDF and emailed to 
customer

✤ Customer can “sign off” digitally

✤ PDFs kept in DropBox filed by 
month/year

✤ Printed copy kept in binder
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Binders

✤ Wedding Cake Estimates

✤ Pricing

✤ Delivery Schedule

✤ Custom Cake Quotes

✤ Cookie Shapes

✤ Donation Requests

✤ Rentals

✤ Wedding Contract Backup
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It’s Alive!!

✤ Document the life cycle of the 
order

✤ Do the same thing EVERY time

✤ Track all communications

✤ Attach photo references

✤ Check and recheck

✤ Sign-off at pick-up and delivery



BakeSmart POS
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Checklist 
Manifesto

✤ Read the book. It will change 
your life. 

✤ There is nothing wrong with 
calling the customer

✤ Confirmation calls on big $ 
orders

✤ Use a checklist

✤ Red pens are awesome!



Monday Morning Quarterbacking

✤ “What did we learn this week?”

✤ Every decorator has a red pen

✤ Flagging tickets for pricing errors - IP

✤ Flagging tickets for missing info, improvements 
needed

✤ Refining your tools - it’s a constant process!



Beth Fahey

Creative Cakes
Tinley Park, IL
708-614-9755

creativecakesbakeryandcafe.com

To view slideshow: bethfahey.com
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Wedding Cake Worksheet !!
1. Choose a design that you like, or point out elements of a design that you like. The design is 

the way the icing is decorated on the outside of the cake. Try not to get side-tracked by the 
colors of the flowers or the structure of the cake. Any design in our books can be customized 
to your specifications.  !

! Designs we like are named: 
! __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ !

2. Choose a structure from the structure pages. It should come close to what you think you 
might need in terms of number of servings. You should have already decided if you are 
serving the cake for dessert or wrapping it for your guests to take home. We can help you 
estimate your guest count if you are unsure. Our amount of guests is likely to be: 
___________________ and we are a) wrapping or b) serving (circle one) our cake.  !

3. Choose the flavors you like. Do you want to try some other cake flavors and fillings? No 
problem. Just ask.  !

! We like these cake flavors and filling flavors: 
! __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ !

4. Choose any additional items you want to decorate the cake. You can add fresh flowers, sugar 
flowers, ribbon, fondant bows, or a traditional cake topper to your design. We can provide as 
much or as little of these additional decorations as you need. !

! We would like to add these items to our cake: 
! __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ !

5. Want to know how much it will cost? We’ll be happy to provide you with an estimate – no 
strings attached. !

! The estimate for your cake is (your consultant can fill this part in): 
! __________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________ !

6. Ready to book? We’ll sit down together and go through all of the details, and write up a 
contract. Remember, in order to book, you must put down 25% of the final total of the cake.  !

7. If you are thinking of coming back at a later date, hang on to this worksheet and bring it back 
when you return. You will need to make another appointment, so call ahead. We will need to 
make sure we have a consultant available to write up your order. Thanks!

Wedding Cake 
Worksheet

✤ Guides the bride and groom 
through the decision-making 
process

✤ This is something they can take 
with them

✤ Note: no sketches or detailed 
pricing



appointy.com

http://appointy.com

